AN UNCHOREOGRAPHED LIFE ~ REVIEWS
‘An extraordinary level of emotion brought on by some superb storytelling.’ ~ The Cult Den
‘As I approached the end, I was enjoying the story so much I couldn’t decide what I wanted
most: to quickly find out what happened to the characters or for the book not to finish at all. In
the end, the author left me with hope––hope for a decent future in such a chaotic life that any of
us could fall into, given the right circumstances.’ ~ Liza Perratt, Author
‘I think this is her best work to date and recommend you start on this one.’ ~ Peter Snell,
Bookseller
‘What I love about Jane Davis’s writing is the way it effortlessly flows from one line to the next.
She really knows how to make her prose sing. It’s practically poetry.’ ~ Jessica Bell, Author,
Cover Designer, Artist, Musician
‘The whole novel had a compelling honesty; I never doubted that things happened exactly as
described, right to the very last word. I have discovered a new favourite author.’ ~ Jean Gill,
Author and Photographer
‘Davis also has an incredible knack for making everything count. Each moment in every chapter
had meaning, was meant to be there, and was strong even if I didn't know it at the time.’ Aimee
McCracken
‘Davis is a writer at the pinnacle of her craft. If I were an agent, a publisher or a professional
reviewer, I’d probably say that she penetrates to the heart of the human condition. As I’m not,
I’ll just say this is a damn good read and, dare I add, important.’ ~ Linda Carol
‘Beautifully written, engaging & heart-breaking. I loved every minute of it.’ ~ S M Spencer
‘The child's character was so cleverly written that I felt I knew her.’ ~ Amazon Reviewer
‘Best book by a country mile I have read for a long time.’ ~ Sue Darnell, Reader

